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Abstract
BACKGROUND AND AIM: Desmoplasia is a characteristic feature and a suspected mechanism of tumor
progression in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). Main constituents of the stroma involve cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and extracellular matrix (ECM). The aim of this study was to dissect the interaction of
CAFs, ECM, and PDAC cells in both an in vitro setting and a large-scale clinical cohort study. METHODS AND
MATERIAL: Patients operated for PDAC were identified from our prospectively maintained clinical database. A
standard pathology protocol was applied for pancreatoduodenectomy specimens also assessing CAF activation as
either CAF grade 0 or CAF grade +. Interaction between a spectrum of pancreatic cancer cell lines (PCCs) and
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (NIH 3T3) was assessed in a conditioned medium experimental setup. RESULTS:
One hundred eleven patients operated for PDAC from 2001 to 2011 were identified. Univariate analysis disclosed
CAF grade + (P = .030), positive M status (P b .001), and lymph node ratio (LNR) N 0.1 (P = .045) to impair overall
survival. Independent prognostic factors were CAF grade (P = .050) and positive M status (P = .002). CAF grade
correlated with N status (CC = 0.206, P = .030), LNR (CC = 0.187, P = .049), tumor size (CC = −0.275, P = .003),
and M status (CC = 0.190, P = .045). In the in vitro setting, paracrine effects of pancreatic cancer cell resulted in
morphological activation of fibroblasts and tumor cell differentiation–dependent increase of fibroblast growth.
Paracrine effects of poorly differentiated PCCs led to an upregulation of Vimentin in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Paracrine
effects of fibroblasts on their part promoted cancer cell motility in all PCCs. As the second stromal component,
fibroblast-derived ECM resulted in significantly decreased proliferation depending on density and led to
upregulation of ZEB1 in poorly differentiated PCCs. CONCLUSION: In PDAC patients, positive CAF grading was
identified as a negative prognostic parameter correlating with positive N status, high LNR, positive M status, and
smaller tumor size. Whereas bilateral interaction of PCCs and CAFs promotes tumor progression, ECM poses PCC
growth restrictions. In summary, our study discloses differential effects of stromal components and may help to
interpret heterogeneous results of former studies.
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Introduction
Characterized by a median 5-year overall survival of less than 5% and
a high rate of early vascular, lymphatic, and perineural infiltration,
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is associated with dismal
prognosis [1]. Aggressive PDAC biology is discussed as a main
determinant of high rates of local and distant cancer cells
dissemination [2].
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) was studied in the

past years as a concept to explain cancer cell invasion and formation of
metastases [3,4]. EMT involves processes of cellular plasticity,
namely, loss of epithelial differentiation, acquisition of mesenchymal
characteristics, and cancer stem cell traits. Zinc finger E-box binding
homeobox 1 (ZEB1) decisively promotes EMT mechanisms, leading
to increased migration and invasiveness of PDAC cells [5]. As recently
demonstrated, high expression of ZEB1 qualified as a negative
prognostic factor in patients with PDAC or other adenocarcinoma
[6,7]. As another feature of aggressive PDAC biology, cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs) play an important role in tumor
progression [8–10]. In a reciprocal interaction network, PDAC tumor
cells activate fibroblasts to CAFs, and CAFs for their part contribute
to tumor growth, invasion, and the formation of distant metastases in
vitro and in xenograft models [25]. CAF activation is common in
PDAC and involves extensive desmoplasia with extracellular matrix
(ECM) deposition [10,25]. We have previously demonstrated the
impact of CAFs in PDAC as fibrotic stromal reaction at the
mesopancreatic resection margin is of prognostic relevance [11].
Questioning the established concept of CAFs, recent studies suggest
protective effects of desmoplastic stroma impeding tumor prolifera-
tion and invasion in PDAC [12,13]. Although the role of ZEB1 in
the course of EMT and the role of CAFs, respectively, were studied
in vitro and in xenograft models, clinical data remain rare.
Furthermore, potential interlinks of CAFs, stromal components,
and ZEB1 have not yet been investigated.
This study aims to characterize the role of fibroblasts in PDAC in

both an in vitro setting and a large-scale clinical cohort study.
Methods and Materials

Prognostic Analysis
Patients operated for PDAC between 2001 and 2011 were

identified from our prospectively maintained clinical database.
Figure 1. Fibroblast activation grade. Asdescribed previously [42], PDAC
were defined as thin and wavy fibroblasts with a “typical” slender and
“Immature” fibroblasts were defined as cells with prominent nucleoli a
During data acquisition, a standard pathology protocol was applied
for pancreatoduodenectomy specimens. In the course of operation,
the surgeon marked the resection margins. Specimens were assessed
by an experienced pathologist, including measurement of macro-
scopic tumors or suspected areas. Tumor location, extent, and closest
distances to the resection margins were documented. Pathologic
reports comprised the macroscopic specimen description; diagnosis
according to World Health Organization classification [14]; tumor
grade according to Broders' classical grading system [15,16]; tumor
stage according to the Union for international Cancer Control
(pTNM); and microscopic status of the duodenal/gastric, jejunal,
bilary and mesopancreatic resection margin (R0/R+). If there were
concerns regarding margin or tumor-suspicious cells, additional
pan-cytokeratin immunostaining was performed. Lymphatic invasion
was classified as either present or absent (N0/N+). Lymph node ratio
(LNR) was assessed as the number of involved lymph nodes in
relation to the number of resected lymph nodes (minimum 12).

CAF activation grade was classified according to Ha et al. [17] as
either high CAF+ (strong activation, immature stroma) or CAF 0
(weak activation, mature stroma). For CAF activation grade
classification, hematoxylin/eosin-stained PDAC specimen slides
were used. Mature tumor stroma was defined as tumor stroma
including fibroblasts with small spindle cell morphology, a thin and
wavy body structure, and a symmetric/parallel orientation.
Immature tumor stroma included fibroblasts with plump
spindle-shaped cell morphology and a prominent nucleus with
prominent nucleoli and with random spatial orientation (Figure 1).
The CAF grading was performed as an overall judgment of the
tumor area in the PDAC tissue slides in 20-fold magnification. A
value of more than 50% immature fibroblasts of all fibroblasts was
considered as immature tumor stroma phenotype. CAF grade
assessment was performed by one experienced pathologist (P.B.) and
one histopathologically trained surgeon (U.F.W.) blinded to outcome
parameters using a multiobserver microscope. The pathologist directed
the object plate, and the grading was individually assessed and then
compared slide by slide. In case of deviation, the respective slide was
reevaluated and discussed.

Cell Culture
A panel of pancreatic cancer cell lines (PCCs) was purchased

from ATCC including highly aggressive cell lines with intrinsic ZEB1
expression (ASPC1, MIAPACA2, PANC1), as well as more
s andCAFswere stained for hematoxylin-eosin. “Mature” fibroblasts
spindle-shaped morphology and symmetric/parallel orientation (A).
nd nucleus and a plump spindle-shaped morphology (B).



Table 1. Patient Baseline Parameters

Parameter n/Median %/Range

All patients 111 100
CAF grade
Grade 0 14 13
Grade + 97 87

Sex
Male 58 52
Female 53 48

Age in years 67 30-89
Resection
PPPD 91 82
Whipple 14 13
Total PE 6 5

PVR 52 47
Perioperative mortality 4 4
Tumor size in mm 27 10-80
T stage
T 1/2 13 12
T 3/4 98 88

M status
M 0 109 98
M 1 2 2

LNR
b0.1 52 47
N0.1 59 53

G grade
G1/2 66 59
G3/4 45 41

Lymphangiosis 54 49
Hemangiosis 20 18
Perineural invasion 81 73
Resection margin
Negative 74 67
Positive 37 33

PPPD, pylorus-preserving pancreatoduodenectomy; Whipple, classical Whipple procedure; Total
PE, total pancreatectomy; PVR, portal vein resection.

Figure 2. Univariate survival analysis CAF grade. P value derived
from log-rank test.
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differentiated E-Cadherin–expressing cell lines (BXPC3 and HPAF2)
[18]. The mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3 was also
purchased from the ATCC.NIH3T3 cells represent an activated highly
proliferative standard fibroblast cell line to investigate fibroblast-PDAC
cell interaction.

All cells were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2 atmosphere in DMEM
high-glucosemediumwith GlutamaX (Life Technologies #10566-032)
containing 10% FBS (Life Technologies Standard FBS #10500-064).

PCC and Fibroblast Conditioned Medium Model
Interaction between mouse embryonic fibroblasts (NIH 3T3) and

PCC was evaluated applying a conditioned medium experimental
setup. For generation of PCC–conditioned medium (PCC-CM),
PCCs were grown until 70% confluence before transferring fresh
medium (DMEM 10% FCS) and incubated for 72 hours. PCC-CM
was then removed from PCCs, centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5
minutes, sterile filtered (0.22 μm), and transferred to NIH 3T3 cells,
which were previously seeded in standard culture flasks for 1 day prior
and washed with PBS. Fresh PCC-CM was added every 3 days. NIH
3T3 cells were cultured in PCC-CM for 3 to 5 days until 70%
confluence, and PCC-CM–treated and control NIH 3T3 cells were
harvested after three times rinsing with PBS, centrifuged, and pelleted
at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The same conditioned medium setup was
performed for NIH 3T3–conditioned medium transferred to PCC.

Morphological Assessment In Vitro
Morphological changes in NIH 3T3 cells were assessed at 70%

confluence by calculating a length-width ratio (LWR) for 20 cells per
microscopic visual field (20× magnifications). Four fields were
assessed per flask. The freeware version of “Zeiss AxioVision” (https://
www.zeiss.de) was used to evaluate the slides. Length and width of the
cell body were measured in pixel, and a quotient was generated. t tests
were performed comparing LWRs under standard condition to those
in conditioned medium.

Cell Growth Assay
Evaluating cell proliferation in control versus conditioned medium,

3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)
proliferation assays were performed. Cells were seeded in 6-well-plates at
150,000 cells/well in either conditioned or standardmedium. Cell growth
was measured usingMTT assay as previously described [18]. After 3 days,
MTT was added (5 mg/ml). Following an incubation of 4 hours, the
mediumwas removed and the crystalswere diluted in acidified isopropanol
(0.04 NHCl). Absorption was measured at 570-nm emission. NIH 3T3
controls were cultured with 3-day self-conditioned medium.

Matrigel Transmigration Assay
For measurement of the reciprocal paracrine invasion-promoting

potential of NIH 3T3 cells and pancreatic cancer cells, Cultrex BME
Cell Invasion Assay (Trevigen #3465-096-K) was performed according
to the manufacturer's instructions. The upper chamber was coated with
BME solution (10 mg/ml). 25,000 cells were seeded in the upper
chamber in serum-free medium (DMEM) and standard medium with
or without 25,000 cells were seeded in the lower chamber. After 72
hours, quantification of cells having migrated through the membrane
pores was performed by fluorescent staining with Calcein AM solution
(100 μl/well) as indicated by the manufacturer.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
Real-time PCR for analysis of mRNA expression was performed as

previously described [19]. Isolation ofmRNAwas performedwithRNeasy
Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) and subsequently transcribed to cDNA by Revert
Aid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Fermentas). Relative expression was
measured by quantitative real-time PCR (SYBR Green) in triplicates on a
Roche LightCycler 96 using the Pfaffl method ##PMC55695## with
beta-Actin as the reference gene transcript. We used mouse Vimentin
primers (forward GCCCTCATTCCCTTGTTGCAG, reverse
GACGAGGACACAGACCTGGTA).

ECM Assay
NIH 3T3 fibroblast-derived matrix was prepared as previously

described [20]. Pancreatic cancer cells (150,000 cells/well) were

https://www.zeiss.de
https://www.zeiss.de


a b c

Derivation of CM p-value
NIH 3T3 control (self-
conditioned)
HPAF 2 0.001
PANC 1 0.001
BXPC 3 0.001
MIA PACA 2 0.001
ASPC 1 0.001

NIH 3T3 cells treated with standard medium (a), CM by HPAF 2 (b), CM by PANC 1 (c). Photos 
were taken at 20-fold magnification two days after transfer of conditioned medium to NIH 3T3 cells. 
Length-width-ratio (LWR) was calculated measuring length and width of the cell body in pixel and a 
quotient was generated.

Length-Width-Ratio (LWR) of NIH 3T3 cells treated with PCC-conditioned medium

Diagrams depict mean and error bars (95% confidence level) from n=20 measurements in 4 
microscopic high power fields. * p<0.05 in two-sided t-test compared to NIH 3T3 control. 
Abbreviations: CM: conditioned medium, PCC: pancreatic cancer cells, LWR: length-width ratio, 
PDAC: pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

Figure 3. Fibroblast morphology in medium conditioned by pancreatic cancer cells (PCC-CM).
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seeded in ECM established over 3 days and over 7 days, with standard
cell culture plastic as the control. MTT proliferation assay and mRNA
expression analysis were performed as described above.

Statistics
Data collection and statistical analysis were performed with IBM SPSS

Version 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Scale variables were expressed as
median and range, categorical parameters by cross-tabulation, and
percentages and survival data by Kaplan-Meier method. For statistical
testing, Student t test, Spearman rank correlation, log-rank test, and a
multivariate Cox proportional hazard model were applied.
Results

Clinical Relevance of CAF Activation Grade
One hundred eleven patients with PDAC were identified from our

prospectively maintained database and included in this study.
Ninety-one patients received a pylorus-preserving pancreatoduode-
nectomy, 14 were operated on by classical “Whipple” procedure, and
only 6 underwent total pancreatectomy. Forty-seven percent of the
patients had portal vein resections. Of 111 patients with PDAC, 88%
were diagnosed as T3/4, and still a majority presented with an LNR
higher than 0.1 (53%). A percentage of 33% underwent a margin
positive resection (R+). The CAF grade classification revealed a
percentage of 87% being CAF grade +. Patient characteristics are
depicted in Table 1.

Univariate analysis by Kaplan-Meier disclosed CAF grade + (P =
.030), positive M status (P b .001), and LNR N 0.1 (P = .045) as
negative prognostic factors. Median survival in patients with CAF
grade 0 versus CAF grade + was 54 versus 19 months, respectively
(Figure 2). Median LNR was 0.10, resulting in median survival of
patients with an LNR b 0.1 versus patients with an LNR N 0.1 of 26
versus 19 months, respectively. All parameters with P b .05 on
univariate analysis (CAF grade, LNR, M status) were included in a



NIH 3T3 fibroblast proliferation in PCC-conditioned medium. Cell growth was quantified by MTT 
proliferation assays. NIH 3T3 growth in PCC-conditioned medium was measured relative to NIH 3T3 
growth in standard control medium. The diagram depicts mean and error bars (95% confidence level) 
of n=4 measurements. * p<0.05 in two-sided t-test relative to standard medium NIH 3T3 control.
Abbreviations: CM: conditioned medium, PCC: pancreatic cancer cells

Derivation of CM p-value
ASPC 1 0.240
BXPC 3 0.253
HPAF 2 0.002
MIAPACA 2 0.023
PANC 1 0.001

Figure 4. Proliferation assay of NIH 3T3 cells in PCC-CM.
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Cox proportional hazard model. The only independent prognostic
factors were M status (P = .002) and CAF grade (P = .050).

Correlation of CAF Activation with Histopathologic Parameters
Bivariate correlation (Spearman) disclosed significant positive

correlation of CAF grade + and positive N status (CC = 0.206, P =
.030). Furthermore, CAF grade correlated with LNR (CC = 0.187,
P = .049) as well as M status (CC = 0.190, P = .045) and tumor size
(CC = −0.275, P = .003).

Experimental Effects of Cancer Cells on Fibroblasts
The activation of quiescent fibroblasts comprises the transforma-

tion of a multispine phenotype to spindle-like and more elongated cell
body characteristics. Morphology of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts treated
with medium conditioned by pancreatic cancer cells (PCC-CM) was
quantified by calculating LWRs; a quotient of length and width of the
cell bodies was calculated. LWRs were significantly higher, describing
a more elongated morphology in NIH 3T3 cells cultivated in
PCC-CM as compared to those receiving standard medium (P = .001,
Figure 3).

To assess the influence of PCC-CM on NIH 3T3 fibroblast
proliferation, MTT assays were performed. PCC-CM derived from
MIAPACA 2 and PANC 1 cell lines significantly increased cell
growth in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Fibroblast growth was slightly
increased by ASPC1-CM and BXPC3-CM; however, the effect did
not reach statistical significance. PCC-CM by HPAF2 cell line
significantly reduced cell growth in fibroblasts (Figure 4). Overall, the
effects of PCC on fibroblast growth were weak, possibly due to
intrinsic high proliferation rates of NIH 3T3 cells only sparsely
alterable. Fibroblast conditioned medium did not impact pancreatic
cancer cell growth in the MTT assay (data not shown).

mRNA expression levels of Vimentin as a marker of CAF activation
were analyzed in NIH 3T3 cells treated with PCC-CM. Fibroblasts
were cultivated for either 3 days (short time) or 30 days (long time) in
PCC-CM before isolation of mRNA. mRNA expression level of
Vimentin was significantly increased in NIH 3T3 cells treated with
PCC-CM from aggressive undifferentiated PCC with high intrinsic
ZEB1 expression (ASPC 1, PANC 1) but significantly decreased in
those treated with PCC-CM derived from well-differentiated cell
lines (BXPC 3, HPAF 2). This effect was more pronounced in NIH
3T3 fibroblasts cultivated in PCC-CM (PANC 1, HPAF 2) for a
longer period (30 days) (Figure 5).

Paracrine Effects of Fibroblasts on Cancer Cells
For evaluation of invasion-promoting effects of NIH 3T3

fibroblasts on PCC, cell invasion assays were performed. Cultivating



m-RNA expression levels of Vimentin in NIH 3T3 fibroblast grown in PCC-conditioned medium. 
NIH 3T3 were treated with conditioned medium derived from aggressive highly ZEB1 expressing cell 
lines (dark grey bars), less aggressive cell lines with low ZEB1 expression levels (light grey bars) for 3 
days (short term) or 30 days (long term, dotted bars). Vimentin expression was measured by 
quantitative real time PCR. The figure shows baseline Vimentin expression in NIH3T3 fibroblasts 
relative to Vimentin expression in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts treated with conditioned medium. The diagram 
depicts mean and error bars (95% confidence level) of n=4 measurements. * p<0.05 in two-sided t-test 
relative to standard medium NIH 3T3 control.
Abbreviations: CM: conditioned medium; PCC: pancreatic cancer cells

PCC p-value
ASPC 1 <0.001
BXPC 3 <0.001
HPAF 2 0.001
PANC 1 0.029
HPAF 2 LT <0.001
PANC 1 
LT <0.001

Figure 5. Vimentin mRNA expression levels in NIH 3T3 cells treated with PCC-CM.
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NIH 3T3 fibroblasts in the lower chamber and PCC in the upper
chamber, PCC migration through the separating Matrigel and filter
membrane was measured and compared to PCC invasion rates
without NIH 3T3 fibroblasts cultivated in the lower chamber.
Paracrine effects of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts resulted in significantly
increased migration in all PCCs (Figure 6). Pancreatic cancer cells did
not enhance NIH 3T3 fibroblast invasion.

Effects of Fibroblast-Derived ECM on Cancer Cells
To assess interaction of PCC and ECM, PCCs were seeded in

ECM established by NIH 3T3 fibroblasts over 3 days (moderate
ECM) and over 7 days (extensive ECM). In moderate ECM, PCC
growth was strongly and significantly reduced in all PCC cell lines,
and in extensive ECM, the effect was even stronger (Figure 7).
mRNA expression of the EMT marker ZEB 1 was measured in

cancer cells cultivated on fibroblast-derived ECM. After 4 days, ZEB
1 expression was significantly increased over control in all PCC cell
lines except from BXPC3. This effect was especially pronounced in
aggressive undifferentiated PCC with a high intrinsic ZEB1
expression (ASPC 1, PANC 1) (Figure 8).
Discussion
PDAC is associated with poor prognosis, and the majority of patients
initially present with locally advanced or metastasized tumors.
Complete resection remains the only curative option in PDAC;
however, early systemic disease is common [1,2]. Several prognostic
factors in PDAC have been identified in recent years. Lymph node
metastasis, high LNR, and distant metastasis are well-established
negative prognostic factors representing advanced tumor cell spread
and indicating aggressive tumor biology in PDAC [21,22]. Our study
is the first to demonstrate CAF grade as an even more important



Cell invasion assay was performed seeding pancreatic cancer cells in serum free medium (upper 
chamber). The lower chamber contained only attractant medium (medium, 10% FCS) in the control 
group. The paracrine effects of additionally seeding NIH 3T3 in the lower chamber were quantified 
relative to the control group. The diagram depicts PCC baseline matrigel transmigration as compared 
to PCC matrigel transmigration effected by NIH 3T3 fibroblasts in the lower chamber. Mean and error 
bars (95% confidence level) are derived from n=4 measurements. * p <0.05 in a two-sided t-test 
compared to control. Abbreviations: PCC: pancreatic cancer cells, CIA: cell invasion assay 

CIA upper chamber CIA lower chamber p-value
ASPC 1
ASPC 1 NIH 3T3 0.001
BXPC 3
BXPC 3 NIH 3T3 0.001
HPAF 2
HPAF 2 NIH 3T3 0.039
MIAPACA 2
MIAPACA 2 NIH 3T3 < 0.001
PANC 1
PANC 1 NIH 3T3 < 0.001

Figure 6. Paracrine effects of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on PCC Matrigel transmigration.
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prognostic factor compared to established prognostic factors such as
LNR. In our study, only M status qualified as additional independent
prognostic factor. Morphologically high activation of CAF/immature
tumor stroma was associated with reduced overall survival in PDAC
patients. An emerging body of evidence suggests a decisive role of
tumor stroma in tumor progression, tumor cell dissemination, and
metastasis in PDAC [8–10]. High CAF activation grade was
associated with positive N status, high LNR, positive M status, and
small tumor size. Consequently, a CAF-driven local and systemic
tumor cell dissemination occurring already at an early stage of tumor
growth may be postulated in tumors with high CAF grade. We chose
to classify CAF activation as previously described by Ha et al. [17].
The authors defined the CAF grading for esophageal cancer and
observed CAF grade + in 45% of the examined specimens. There are
some aggressive subtypes known for esophageal cancer, and 5-year
overall survival rates vary around 15% to 25% [17,43]. However,
PDAC remains the most aggressive solid cancer type, displaying
5-year survival rates of only 5% [1]. Consequently, we assumed a
higher tumor-cell–driven activation of CAFs in this context.
Additionally, although desmoplasia can be a feature of esophageal
cancer, it is much more characteristic for PDAC explaining a CAF
grade + rate as high as 87% in our study.

To further investigate underlying mechanisms, we aimed to
characterize reciprocal effects of CAF and PDAC cells in an
experimental model.

Interaction of CAF and PDAC cells was described in several studies
mainly based on in vitro or xenograft models. Physiologically,
fibroblasts contribute to wound healing and formation of granulation
tissue. In this process, fibroblasts are transformed to activated
myofibroblasts characterized by stress fibers and extensive ECM
production [23]. PCC may activate the transformation of fibroblasts
to CAFs and enhance their proliferation [30,31]. In this process,



PCC proliferation in moderate and extensive ECM. Cell growth was quantified by MTT proliferation 
assays. PCC growth in ECM was measured relative to growth without ECM in standard control 
medium. ECM was established by NIH 3T3 fibroblasts over 3 days (moderate ECM) and over 7 days 
(extensive ECM). The diagram depicts mean and error bars (95% confidence level) of n=4 
measurements. * p<0.05 in two-sided t-test relative to standard medium NIH 3T3 control.
Abbreviations: ECM: extracellular matrix, PCC: pancreatic cancer cells

Growth relative to control in moderate density ECM (established by NIH 3T3 fibroblasts over 3 days)

PCC p-value
ASPC 1 <0.001
BXPC 3 <0.001
HPAF 2 <0.001
MIAPACA 
2 <0.001
PANC 1 <0.001

Growth relative to control in high density ECM (established by NIH 3T3 fibroblasts over 7 days)

PCC p-value
ASPC 1 <0.001
BXPC 3 <0.001
HPAF 2 <0.001
MIAPACA 
2 <0.001
PANC 1 <0.001

Figure 7. Proliferation of PCC in moderate and extensive ECM.
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resident mesenchymal pancreatic stellate cells or fibroblasts of the
bone marrow are recruited by PCC [10,24]. Activated CAFs are
characterized by a spindle-like morphology. In our study, we
confirmed these morphological activation changes in fibroblasts
treated with PCC-CM. Increased fibroblast proliferation rates by
PCC-CM treatment were observed for PCCs of poor differentiation.
In contrast, fibroblast proliferation was reduced by conditioned
medium of a well-differentiated cell line. However, this effect was
weak, possibly due to intrinsic high proliferation rates of NIH 3T3
cells only sparsely alterable. Additionally, fibroblast starvation might
be an effect in this context. A starvation effect was not definitely
controllable in our in vitro model as it would require frequent
medium change counteracting the conditioning process. Starvation of
PDAC cells as a result of desmoplasia might be present in vivo as well,
as proposed by Sousa et al. 2014 [42]. The authors demonstrated a
reprogramming in PDAC metabolism leading to augmented nutrient
acquisition and postulated this effect to be a result of desmoplasia and
hypovascularization frequently present in PDAC. Consequently, a
certain amount of PDAC cell starvation might mirror in vivo
conditions.

Only few studies have investigated the effect of PCC on Vimentin
expression in CAF. Vimentin as a mesenchymal marker is
consecutively expressed in CAF. A recent study showed upregulation
of Vimentin expression as indicative for CAF activation and aggressive



ZEB1 mRNA expression levels of PCC seeded in NIH 3T3 fibroblast derived ECM. ZEB1 mRNA 
expression was measured by quantitative real time PCR. ZEB1 expression in PCC seeded in ECM is 
shown relative to baseline ZEB1 expression levels of respective PCC lines. The diagram depicts mean 
and error bars (95% confidence level) of n=4 measurements. * p<0.05 in two-sided t-test relative to 
standard medium NIH 3T3 control.
Abbreviations: ZEB1: zinc finger e-box binding homeobox 1, ECM: extracellular matrix, PCC: 
pancreatic cancer cells

PCC p-value
ASPC 1 <0.001
MIAPACA 2 0.023
PANC 1 <0.001
BXPC 3 0.057
HPAF 2 0.004

Figure 8. ZEB1 mRNA expression in pancreatic cancer cell lines in the absence versus presence of ECM established by NIH 3T3 cells.
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biology [32]. In a study by Brentnell et al., Vimentin expression in
CAF was associated with enhanced cancer cell invasion [33]. In a
co-cultivation in vitro model, paracrine effects of hepatocellular
carcinoma cells led to upregulation of Vimentin in fibroblasts [34]. In
our study, fibroblasts treated with PCC-CM by poorly differentiated
PCCs showed high expression levels of Vimentin. Well-differentiated
cell lines, however, reduced Vimentin expression levels. However,
there was no strong PCC-mediated effect on fibroblast growth, and
proliferation changes were not mirrored by Vimentin expression.

An emerging body of evidence is indicating tumor-promoting
effects of CAFs on PCCs [25–29]. As described by Kalluri et al.,
CAFs reflect a heterogeneous and plastic population capable of
reprogramming the tumor environment and even potentially
impacting therapy outcome [25]. CAFs secrete paracrine factors
promoting tumor growth, PCC survival, and formation of metastasis
[10,26,30]. In our experimental model, we confirmed an
invasion-promoting paracrine effect of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on
PCCs of all differentiation types. These in vitro results correspond
well with our clinical analysis demonstrating an association of positive
CAF grade and local and systemic tumor cell spread in terms of
positive N status, high LNR, and positive M status.

Desmoplasia is a characteristic feature of PDAC and constitutes up
to 90% of the tumor volume. Mainly ECM, but also CAF, immune
cells and vascular components form the desmoplastic microenviron-
ment [35,36]. In our study, ECM posed a proliferation-restricting
effect on PCC. Simultaneously, EMT-marker ZEB1 was upregulated
in poorly differentiated PCCs. The concept of EMT was established
in the past years to explain mechanisms of cancer cell proliferation
and motility [3,4,38]. EMT comprises various transformation
processes of cancer cells involving loss of epithelial differentiation



Figure 9. Proposed stroma interaction model.
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and acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype able to migrate. ZEB1
expression was identified as a hallmark of EMT [6,19,40]. ZEB1
causes major gene expression changes in epithelial cells by binding to
specific DNA sequences (E-boxes and Z-boxes) in the promoter
region of its target genes executing mainly transcriptional repressive
functions [39]. ZEB1 upregulation leads to decreasing expression levels
of epithelial marker E-Cadherin and a partial or complete loss of typical
epithelial cell characteristics such as cell polarity and cell-cell adhesion
[40]. The role of EMT in the interaction of tumor cells and ECM is not
yet well examined for PDAC. Brabletz et al. investigated the interaction
of colorectal cancer cells and collagen 1 matrix and found EMT features
such as downregulation of E-Cadherin in formerly well-differentiated
cell lines [37]. However, tumor cell proliferation was decreased. This
corresponds very well with the ECM-promoted limitation in tumor cell
growth and a simultaneous upregulation of ZEB1. Our study is the first
to demonstrate a similar EMT-promoting effect of ECM in
undifferentiated aggressive PDAC cells.
In our study, rates of portal vein resection were as high as 47%. A

recent study by Lapshyn et al. [41] demonstrated histopathological
portal vein invasion as a negative prognostic factor associated with
aggressive biological features such as downregulation of E-Cadherin
and high CAF activation [41]. In the patients showing portal vein
invasion, the authors demonstrated higher rates of margin positive
resections. Consequently, a clinically relevant interlink of CAF
activation, aggressive EMT-related biological markers, and portal vein
invasion might be postulated.
Recent studies present conflicting results concerning the role of

PDAC stroma provoking a controversial debate. A study by Rhim et
al. has raised concerns regarding desmoplasia-promoted tumor
progression and invasion in PDAC [12]. By deletion of sonic
hedgehog ligand, the authors generated a PDAC mouse model
expressing reduced levels of fibroblasts and stroma. Shh-deficient
tumors showed undifferentiated histology as well as an increase in
vascularization and proliferation, leading to overall reduced survival.
Another study by Özedemir et al. demonstrated that complete
abrogation of myofibroblasts and desmoplastic stroma in PDAC led
to faster tumor progression [13]. In our study, we found
ECM-mediated limitation of PCC proliferation in the in vitro
approach and mature dense stroma qualified as positive prognostic
factor in the clinical investigation. It might consequently be
speculated that unrestrained tumor growth and PCC invasion
observed by Rhim et al. and Özdemir et al. could be mainly
attributable to the absence of growth-restricting CAF-derived ECM.

We propose a PDAC stroma model differentiating paracrine and
ECM-mediated CAF effects (Figure 9). Our model suggests a
limitation of PCC growth by contact with fibroblast-derived ECM.
Therefore, apart from constituting a physical barrier to tumor cell
invasion, fibroblast-derived ECM seems to strongly inhibit PCC
growth. On the other hand, paracrine factors secreted by fibroblasts
seem to increase local invasion of tumor cells. These experimental
observations are confirmed by our clinical investigation: immature
stroma is a surrogate parameter of low ECM production, but high
paracrine activity correlated with poor prognosis.

This heterogeneity of CAF functions has also been highlighted in a
recent study by Öhlund et al. The authors describe a myofibroblast
CAF subtype producing ECM, opposed to an inflammatory CAF
subtype secreting tumor-promoting soluble factors [35]. Further
characterization of distinct CAF- and stroma-mediated effects as well
as identification of stroma and CAF subtypes may contribute to
finally developing stoma-targeted therapeutic options in PDAC.

It has to be mentioned that the presented study has several
limitations. The clinical approach was of retrospective nature. The
in vitro setting is limited to single aspects of the complex CAF-PCC
interaction network and can only be an approximation of the in vivo
microenvironment.

Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrate high CAF activation and immature
stroma as negative prognostic factors associated with local and
systemic cancer cell dissemination in PDAC. PCC-mediated
activation of fibroblasts to CAFs was pronounced in poorly
differentiated PCC lines. ECM mediated restriction of PCC
proliferation and upregulation of the EMT marker ZEB1, whereas
secreted CAF factors promote cancer cell invasion in a paracrine way.
This antagonism may also help to explain seemingly conflicting
results of former studies.
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